Inspection systems
FH series

• Cameras for every application
• Faster machine operation
• Easy integration with software
industrial.omron.eu/fh

FH series

Versatile yet compact vision system
Designed for use in all types of object inspection, position/orientation and measurement operations, this compact
camera and controller system is easily integrated into almost any machine or robot. The system is uniquely capable of
providing faster, more precise work throughput – to give you more efficiency, less cost, and more competitive
advantage.

Controllers for fast and precise inspection and measurement

A key feature of the system is its advanced new vision algorithm: Shape Search III. This advanced, intuitive program gives you
higher-speed and greater precision measurement even with difficult imaging conditions such as poor lighting, out-of-focus
and rotated/randomly positioned/overlapping target objects.
Specifically intended for seamless integration with PLCs, motion controllers, and robotics the FH Vision System meets the
diverse needs of builders of high-speed manufacturing machinery. The system also offers the flexibility of a PC-based vision
system for easy customization and HMI integration.

A complete line-up of cameras for various applications

Cameras for every application
With our range of cameras offering range from the speed of 70 ms to 10 ms and resolution from 0.3 Mpix to 12 Mpix. FH series is suitable from applications in
automotive to pharma to FMCG.

Faster machine operation
Due to lower transfer time of high-resolution images from the cameras to the controllers and ultra high speed searching.
And our new search technology with new search algorithms makes the search function up to 9 times faster than before.

Easy integration with software
Our FH series comes with a software, pre-installed in the FH controller. The software is completely customiable to suit your needs as well as your application.

FH series

Cameras for every application

with powerful controllers

For applications requiring high speed and
high resolution

You can select the best controller
to suit requirements. All controllers can
share the same settings, bringing flexibility
to machine design.

FH-3050 Series

Rolling shutter

FH-L550 Series

Global shutter

Stationary
object

Rolling shutter camera added to the line-up
We decided to add the function of rolling shutter cameras to our FH series.
Rolling shutter allows you to scan moving objects. In addition, it provides
higher quality images which lets you take informative decisions.

Moving
object

For narrow space

Processing speed (CPU)

Small camera

Easy to install into machines

The ultra-compact lens can be installed into any limited space in a
machine. Select the flat or pen type depending on the space.

Camera with built-in light
The all-in-one camera including the light and lens
can be easily integrated into almost any machine.
* The FQ2 Smart Cameras are also available.
High-power lighting
The sensor has a built-in high-power light capable
of evenly lighting across a wide field of view.
This provides sufficient lighting even when the
polarizing filter is used.

FH-1050 Series

No. of connectable cameras

Intelligent Compact
Camera FZ-SQ□□□F(N)

Adjustable lens
The focus of the lens can be adjusted to take clear
images for the specific field of view and installation
distance you need.
Focus adjustment screw

2 to 8

2 to 8

Multi-line processing
Flat typeFZSF(C)

Pen typeFZSP(C)

Connectable camera

All FH and FZ cameras

2 to 4

FH series

Four-core CPU* for high-speed
demands on different machines

Faster machine operation

*for high-speed controllers only

Machine cycle time reduced by 75%**

Process multiple lines without waiting

Four core process triggers, so the trigger interval can be 1/4 of previous models
(in-house comparison).

Four controllers are compressed into one without increasing the line cycle time.
You can greatly reduce costs for processes that involve many lines.

Fastest: 330 µs
High-speed image input

Real-time image transfer

Camera resolution continues to increase. That’s why we’ve greatly reduced
the input and transfer times of high-resolution images - to provide highspeed processing that matches the speed of your machine. Even with more
cameras and higher resolution, high-speed image input will help increase
throughput.

High-resolution cameras capture large amounts of data, which can cause
transfer- and input-bottlenecks. That’s why the FH Series Controller provides
a faster, multi-line image bus to enable real-time transfer of large amounts of
image data even for multiple cameras. Now you don’t need to sacrifice
precision to enable faster machine speed.

60ms

Image transfer time

50ms

Previous
Camera

40ms

Process 1

7 TIMES
FASTER

30ms

With the FH Series, even if
the number of connected
Cameras increases, realtime
transfer of Camera images is
still possible

Previous Controller with
5-million-pixel
Normal Cameras
FH Controller with 5million-pixel Normal
Cameras

Standard
Vision Sensors

Process 1

Process 1

Process 1

Process 1

FH-Series

Process 1

Line 0

20ms
10ms

FH HighspeedCamera

5ms
High speed

300,00
pixels

1 million
pixels

2 million
pixels

3 million
pixels

4 million
pixels

5 million
pixels

Number of Cameras

FH Controller with4million-pixel
High-speed camera
(High-speed mode
using one cable)

FH

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Process 4

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Process 4

Ultra-high-speed Searching
New technology makes search algorithms up to nine times faster than
before. Even for unstable image conditions (including light interference,
overlapping shapes, gloss, and incomplete images), stable searching is now
possible without reducing speed.

FH-Series

Measurement
processing

Image
input

Measurement
processing

Output

Line 1

Note:The image conversion processing time is not included.

Shape Search

Image
input

Output

Line 2

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Process 4

Multi-input function
Continuous high-speed image capture

Image
input

Measurement
processing

Image
input

Measurement
processing

Output

Line 3
Output

Input Image Size
Realtime Image Transfer

Time (ms)

UP TO 9
TIMES
FASTER

Higher speed from advanced image capture and parallel
measurements
Each camera has its own image buffer for storing image data. This is separate
from the main memory that is used for measurement processing. This allows for
up to 256 frames of continuous high-speed image capture even when the main
memory is processing measurement data.

300.000 pixels

2.000.000 pixels

5.000.000 pixels
Image
input

Previous search processing items
Shape Search III in Normal Mode

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Movement of workpiece

Shape Search III in Fast Alignment
Mode

Note:The image conversion processing time is not included.

Measurement
processing

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

**The number of images that can be captured depends on the controller and the camera that is
connected to it. Refer to the user’s manual for details.

FH series

Easy integration with software
Optimum operation both online and offline

Optimum operation both online and offline

Connections to a network hard disk drive or network computer enables a wide range of operation possibilities. You can log
measurement images long-term, or you can perform verifications and adjustments on a computer without stopping the
FH Series.

Connections to a network hard disk drive or network computer enables a wide range of operation possibilities. You can log
measurement images long-term, or you can perform verifications and adjustments on a computer without stopping the
FH Series.

Onsite Operator

Online

Offline

Designer

A
B

Offline Setting Changes
and Simulation

Log imagesvia
Ethernet

C

HUB

Operating several FHs from one location

Application
example

1

When commissioning a line, from one location you can adjust the camera images from all of the FHs located
along the line. There’s no need to go to and from remote controllers, and you can compare camera images
under various conditions to adjust them.

D
Remote Operation

If setting changes are necessary to add a new model, you can do all the required work at the same time
without making trips to all of the controllers.

Check NG images on
acomputer at any time

HUB

PC

PC
You can easily balance the thresholds between controllers when increasing inspection stability through
testing at the production line.

Ask your OMRON representative about obtaining simulation software.

New Operation Schemes
through Network applications

Ideal for history management

A

CSV files allow you to easily understand the parameter settings. Also, you can
easily change any of the settings.

B

Displaying images from many FHs on one monitor
C

Application
example

D
Space savings with a single monitor installation.

Comparisons
Daily monitoring
You can store NG image in a network HDD to check the NG images every day on a
computer without reducing measurement performance. Or you can start simulation
software on your computer to remeasure and analyse NG images.

If you save the basic settings, you can easily extract any differences in settings caused
by changes made incorrectly.
Single location programming for multiple controllers facilitates adjustments and reduces programmer
movement.

Note: Ask your Omron representative about obtaining simulation software.

Periodic adjustments and inspection adjustments
The non-stop adjustment function lets you change Controller settings without
stopping the production line. With remote operation, you can perform operations
without going onsite.

Handling unstable inspections or measurement failure
The user sends the programmer the image data, setting data, and parameter settings.
The programmer can use the simulation software on the computer to check the
process and change the settings with the simulation software. The altered scene data
can be returned to the user and loaded to the system to complete the adjustments.
This enables modifications without requiring the programmer to be on site.

Daily monitoring
You can attach CSV files to email and upload settings to the FH Series Vision System to
easily make adjustments from remote locations when problems occur.

Adding inspections or making changes for new models
Based on the images to be inspected, settings are made on the simulation software on
a PC running simulation software. The scene data is sent to the user to easily add the
new settings.

PC

2

FH series

Fast output of measurement results
reduces machine cycle time

High-precision image processing
required for positioning

EtherCAT machine control network

Communications cycle

Shape Search III

EtherCAT is a high-speed open network that is ideal for machine control. You can
use it to connect NJ Series machine automation controllers and motion control
G5 Series Servomotors and Servo Drives to increase the control speed of
everyday communications protocols from workpiece detection to starting axis
motion.

Conventional
communications
standard

Low-error position detection even with
blurry images
Reduced to 1/8

EtherCAT

Over many years, we’ve perfected techniques to search for and match templates
at high speed. This experience and expertise enables us to develop the Shape
Search III vision algorithm, which provides advanced robustness and is critical on
FA sites. When measuring lamination of glass or other processes where the
distance to the workpiece from the camera varies, size differences and focal shifts
can occur. Even in cases like this, the new Shape Search III algorithm detects
positions with limited error.

Camera

Time from trigger input to producing measurement results

Features
•

Communications cycle as low as 500 μs

•

Motion control that’s synchronized with the
communications cycle

Conventional
communications
standard

Glass 1
Glass 2

Shortened by approx.
6 ms.

EtherCAT

Stable searching with limited error even under adverse conditions
Stable searching is possible even under the following adverse conditions, which occur far too often in actual measurement applications.

Note:The times given above are typical times. They depend on parameter settings.
Previous Search

For a machine that requires micron precision, one
alignment is not always enough to obtain the desired
precision – multiple alignments are often necessary. But
these extend the processing time. That’s why we provide
control methods that eliminate workpiece dwell time,
which is the main cause of increased processing time. Our
Sysmac Automation Platform achieves high-speed, highprecision control that continuously detects workpiece
positions and successively updates the travel distance to
quickly approach the target position.

Patent pending

NJ-series Machine Automation
Controller

G5-series Servomotors and
Servo Drives

Error (pixels)

Positioning solution that eliminates workpiece dwell time:

Focal shift

Stage Movement

Mesurement

Stage Movement

Contrast

Chips

Hidden

Overlapping

Focal shift

Contrast

Chips

Hidden

Overlapping

Thinning and
thickening

Thinning and
thickening

Visualisation of comparisons enables easy setup of high-precision
searching

Previous Vision Sensors
Mesurement

Shape Search

Mesurement

Stage Movement

Mesurement

Stage moving speed
This graph indicates the speed changes in one specific axis (the X
axis).

The dotted box indicates the
target precision range.

Advanced searching is accompanied by many parameters that must be tuned to
match the application. However, it is difficult for the person making the settings
to see the internal process. Normally, a lot of time and effort is required to
maximize tool performance. But with Shape Search III, you can visualize
comparisons between the model data and a part of the measurement object to
easily see when comparisons are not optimally matched. Visualization of the

Patent pending

comparison level allows for parameters to be adjusted to quickly obtain the best
performance.

You can see at a glance the difference between the registered model and
measurement image

Sysmac
Mesure- Stage Movement
ment

Stage moving speed

Registered model

Mesurement image
Reduction
incorrelation

The dotted box indicates the
target precision range.

Mesure- Mesure- Mesurement
ment
ment

Deformation

Alignment
This graph indicates the speed changes in one specific axis (the X
axis).
The workpiece quickly approaches the target position without
stopping.

Chip
Note:Please ask your OMRON representative for details.

You can adjust a parameter called the
Acceptable Distortion Level to enable
No Reduction measurements without reducing the
correlation even if there is
distortion.You can easily adjust this
parameter while monitoring the
comparison.

FH series

Easy setup with program scalability
Build measurement process with flowchart programming

Customise original operation interfaces

Just add any of the large variety of processing items to the measurement flow to build the basic program for image processing. All processing items have menus for
easy setup and adjustment. This enables you to easily build the best imaging processing for each application and to smoothly complete testing and adjustments
without programming.

Show only the buttons you need
Choose from our library of buttons and position them on screen to best support
your daily operation, without “screen clutter”.

Flowchart
Arrange the interface elements
flexibly

Just add processing items from the processing item list to visually edit the flow.

You can flexibly change the image
display composition to display entire
image, enlarge part of an image, or
display images from different cameras.

Move windows freely
Drag and drop windows where you
want. You can also change the box size
and delete.

Processing Item List
Eight screen layout
Folders
Up to 8 screens can be stored
depending on the application or user
classification.

You can group processing units into named folders.
By managing related processing together and hiding
lower levels, you can display even long measurement
flows in a way that easily shows the overall flow.

Freely Lay Out Dialog Box Contents

Completed

Hide unnecessary adjustment commands

Flowchart Output
You can save the flowchart as an image file.

With only menu operations on the controller, you can customize the setting
displays in dialog boxes for processing items. For example, you can set up the
interface to hide any parameters from the user.

Branching
Only a parameter required for daily
operation can be displayed.

Completely different operation interfaces
for designer and operator

You can use conditional branching to branch according to the execution results of the
previous processing units or you can use branching controls with external commands
through parallel I/O, PLC Links, or no-protocol communications.

Easy multi-language support:
Choose any of nine languages

Accounts can be used to keep completely different operation interfaces for
the designer and operator. You can set up to eight levels of security for up to
50 items for each account. You can record operation logs for each account to
enable smoothly isolating problems when troubleshooting.

Display the best language for the user for applications in other
countries. You can change display messages between nine
different languages: English, Chinese (traditional or simplified),
German, French, Italian, Spanish, Korean, and Japanese.

English
Simplified Chinese

Traditional Chinese
KoreanGerman
French
Italian
Spanish
Japanese

Operating time

Operating user

Opertation

FH series

Easily connect the components that
configure the machine
Easy integration into a machine monitor
Support for .NET user interface controls

High-precision alignment library
Four specialized types of alignment calculations are provided. You can combine these to easily execute
alignment calculations on the FH Series Vision System that require complex calculations on previous sensor
models or computers.

Custom .NET controls are supported so that you can easily display FH Controller
measurement images and measurement results on a PC.

Alignment Calculations
Integrated Machine Monitor

Movement Single
Position

Position Data
Calculation

Movement single position

Movement multi points

The axis movement that is required to match the
measured position angle to the reference position
angle is calculated.

The axis movements that are required to match the
measured position angles to the corresponding
reference position angles are calculated.

Convert position data

Position data calculation

The position angle after the specified axis
movement is calculated.

The specified position angle is calculated from the
measured position.

Movement Multi
Points

Convert Position
Data

The Position Data Calculation processing
item is used to calculate the position and
angle to use in the axis movement based
on measurement results (shown in green).

Available alignment methods

Easy customization
Custom controls for FH measurement images and measurement results are
laid out on Microsoft Visual Studio®.

Instead of writing the program code from scratch to build interfaces, you can
easily build the interfaces simply by pasting custom controls.

Position angle alignmentOffsets are suitable for aligning
the positions of workpieces with different sizes.
Position angle alignment allows the use of offsets to
achieve flexible positioning.

The rotational movement on the θ axis is
calculated as the reference angle minus
the measured angle.

Pasting custom
controls

The measurement position is rotated by
the rotational movement for the θ axis
(grey).
The reference positions X and Y minus the
measured positions X and Y after rotation
are used as the X-axis movement and Yaxis movement.

Output to HMI or
high-resolution monitor

Corresponding point alignment
The axis movements from the measured positions to the reference positions
are calculated based on relational position information. This method is suitable
for aligning all points within certain distances so that small deviations in the
distances do not result in continuity failures, such as they can when aligning
electronic substrates.

Microsoft® Visual Studio® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Reference
positions

Measured
positions

Maximum
error ranges

Corrected

FH series

Image filter library

Utility library

Calculations between images

Labelling filter

You can perform arithmetic operations, bit operations, averaging, or
maximum/minimum operations between two images.

This filter uses label processing to output an extracted image that contains only the
specified characteristic labels.

Macro/
Macro Calculation

External appearance of electronic components
Previous vision sensors

Labelling filter image

Macro calculation

Macro

ColourGrey
Filter

Anti Colour
Shading

The macros

ExtractColour
Filter

Extraction is possible only with color or
brightness information.

Background
Suppression

Filtering

Macros let you easily achieve flow control that normally
requires complex programming from the user interface.
Improvements to the setup from the user interface provides
ease of selection and modification of the programming
process.

Extraction of labels with specified areas or
shapes is possible.

Custom filter

Stripe
RemovalFilter
II

Select the process to use

You can set the mask coefficients as required for these filters. The mask size can be
up to 21 × 21. You can more flexibly set image smoothing, edge extractions,
dilation, and erosion.

Insert the process
Set the parameters

Brightness
Correct
Filter

Position
Compensation

PolarTransformation

Example: Dilation/erosion in one direction

Registered images

Filter coefficients
Reference Variable List

Trapezoidal
correction+

Panorama

Advanced
Filter

Before filtering

After filtering

You can set the filter coefficients as required.
Many different filter functions can be set

Function Guidance

For example, it would previously have been long and complicated to change the set parameters of a processing item for each product model. With a Macro Calculation
processing item, the flow is shorter and setting changes are easy to achieve.

Advanced filter
The image filter library has been condensed into one processing item. This
allows you to easily set complex filtering as required for external inspections.

Previous Vision Sensors

Previous Vision Sensors

Advanced Filter

FH-series Macros

Just enter the values of the variables to
update the parameters.

Application flow example
Camera image input

Camera image input

Branching for each product
modelSelect INDEX@

Many different filter functions
can be set with just one
processing unit.

Precise defect

Advanced filter
Labelling filter

Case 0
Measurement
image

ExtParam0@ = 0

Camera image input

ExtParam1@ = 10000

Erosion x 2
Units were added for each
filter.

Mask
Image

Precise defect
Precise defect

You set up to 16 of the 24
different filters.
The averge image is
obtained from multiple
images.

Advanced filter
Calculation between images:
Averaging

The filtered image is used as the
mask.

ExtCond0@ = 1 ‚ Area

Case 1
ExtCond0@ = 4 ‚ Elliptic major axis
ExtParam0@ = 0
ExtParam1@ = 100
Case 2
ExtCond0@ = 7 ‚ Rectangle width
ExtParam0@ = 0

Precise Defect

ExtParam1@ = 200
End Select

FH series

Utilities that don’t stop your machines

Options for more power customisation

Making confirmations and adjustments without stopping production

Application producer development environment to build and simulate applications

Non-stopadjustment
Non-stop
adjustment

The application producer provides a development environment that lets you further customise the standard controller features of the FH Series Vision System.
It includes custom control units that you can use to develop original interfaces with Microsoft® Visual Studio®, a command reference to help you create original
processing items, and more.

Parallel processing on Four-core CPU not only speeds up measurements, but it enables parallel processing of measurements and
adjustments. Automatic distributed processing means that measurements are not delayed when adjustments are applied.

Application Producer Main Window
Create workspaces

Automatic linking of
the Four-core CPU
enables applying new
settings without delaying
measurements.

Measurements

Select and change between workspaces.
Start the program in the selected workspace.
Create and add GUI objects.

Adjustments

NG
analyzed

Settings
changed

Create and add processing items.

Tests
performed

Open Microsoft® Visual Studio® projects.
MAdjustment
results applied.

Open setup files.

New settings used
for measurements
from the next trigger.

Create installation files.

Customization Example: GUI Customization

Seamless communications with
peripheral devices

Select the GUI object template

Start add panda and select the template that will serve as a base for
customization. Selecting an interface template as a base first greatly
reduces the work that is required compared with programming
interfaces from scratch.

Complete interfaces for all connected deviceson
Start Add Panda

Paste the custom controls

PLC Link

SD Card

PLC

(OMRON, Mitsubishi Electric: Q Series,
Yaskawa Electric: MP Series)

The Application Producer will automatically generate a project file from
the selected template so that you can open it in Microsoft® Visual
Studio.® You can develop interfaces just by dragging FH Series custom
controls and Windows-based controls.

Camera

PC

Machine Automation Controller
NJ-Series
EtherNet
Encoder input
(with line driver output, support for up
to two channels)

USB
(4port)
RS-232C
• no-protocol
• PLC Link
(OMRON, Mitsubishi Electric: Q Series)

Parallel I/O

DVI-I monitor output

Instead of writing the program code from scratch to build an interface,
you can easily build the interface simply by pasting custom controls.
You can immediately check and debug the operation of the GUI objects
that you add.

FH series

Quick machine design
Minimise machine design, commissioning
and adjustment time

NEW

Calibration Wizard

Efficient preliminary verification with simulations
ToYou can perform integrated simulations linked to motion control for robots and inspection and measurement by vision systems. The virtual environment
allows to visualize the Machine motion. The simulation of the synchronisation between robots makes complex operation verification easy.

NJ-series
Machine Automation Controller
Servo Drives

Easy on-site calibration

NEW

To detect positions of workpieces carried on a conveyor and grip them with a
robot hand, three different coordinate systems for the robot, conveyor, and vision
must be aligned. With the FH Series, you can easily calibrate the entire system
using a step-by-step wizard.

Machine movement can be simulated based on measurement results of vision systems

NX-IO
MX2-series
Inverter

Wizard calibration plate
From the Sysmac Studio you can print the
Calibration Plate in various sizes, from 30 mm
to 2,000 mm, according to the size of the
conveyor or camera field of view.

STEP1
Move the Calibration Plate
into the tracking area, and
let the robot touch the
target mark to automatically
obtain the robot
coordinates.

Patent pending

Patented

Removing duplication

Check ideal shooting intervals on
panorama view

First shot

Next shot

The position and orientation of
workpieces 1 to 5 are detected
and added to the picking line.

Workpieces 4 to 8 are detected, but only
the data of 6 to 8 is evaluated. The data of
4 and 5 is ignored because it was already
added to the line.

Develop Machine Control Programs
with One Software: Sysmac Studio

Data tracing
Inputs and outputs of vision systems can
be traced as a time series..

Encoder

STEP1
Start the Calibration Wizard
from the Sysmac Studio, and
capture the image of the
Calibration Plate.

Workpieces that overlap within more than one field of view are segregated and
only inserted in the picking line once. You can eliminate the need to create the
program for the machine controller to identify the same workpiece.

Patent pending

Vision System Simulation
Inspection and measurement by vision
systems can be simulated from the Sysmac
Studio.

G5-series
Servomotors and
Servo Drives

NEW

3D simulation

STEP1
The FH Controller
automatically calculates by
using the data including the
conveyor travel distance.
Calibration between the
robot and FH-series Vision
System is completed.

Connect directly to your exisiting stages and robots

Camera axis movement
is supported

The Conveyor Panorama Display Tool
allows you to view the measurement
trigger input intervals to ensure all
workpieces can be detected.

Machine controller/
PLC

To facilitate the control of the alignment stage, the FH Controller can calculate and output the axis movements of motors
that control the stage. Calculation of the motor axis movements using a PLC is not required.

Camera axis movement
is supported

The Sysmac Studio version 1.07 or
higher supports the FH Series

Use the Automation Software Sysmac Studio to set up all of the
slaves connected via EtherCAT. Simulate and debug motion
control, logic, drives, and sensing on an integrated platform to
reduce the work required for Machine design
G5-series
Servomotors
and Servo Drives

NJ-series Machine
Automation Controller
FH-series
Vision System

Robot controller

You can connect the FH-series Vision system directly to the robot controller. The output protocol is changed according to the array of data received from
the connected robot controller. This eliminates the need for programming the robot.
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High immunity against ambient light
Glue bead and shape inspection application
Even workpieces with surfaces that are difficult to inspect (e.g. metal cutting surface) can be reliably inspected..

Inspection flow example
Camera Image
Input HDR

Iris

Easy to create HDR images

Focus

Image Subtraction

Glue Read
Inspection

Patent Pending

The camera image input HDR processing item can create optimized HDR images under variable ambient
conditions. Normally, to create a HDR image, you must set the imaging conditions for each shooting. However
with the FH Series, once you specify the area to capture on the image, the vision system automatically adjusts the
shutter speed while capturing images and combines the images.
Image optimized for the specified area

Extraction of objects to inspect
When the complete sealing is inspected, the effects of unstable conditions can be
eliminated by updating the image that is captured before applying the sealant and
registered as the master. The FH Series can easily update the master image to
extract the difference just by using the Image Subtraction processing item.Image
Subtraction processing item.
Optimised for the bright part

Optimised for the entire field of view

Optimised for the dark part

Optimum focus and aperture settings

Inspection of paths and widths

Until now, focus and brightness settings were adjusted according to experience and intuition.
But now they can be evaluated numerically and visually on graphs. This allows quick verification of
optimum focus and aperture settings to eliminate inconsistencies in settings caused by worker
differences so that you can achieve even higher levels of measurement accuracy.

The Glue Bead Inspection processing item evaluates sealing numerically just by
defining the start and end points of the object to inspect. This minimizes
inconsistencies in inspection. Even complex paths can be detected accurately.
Unlike the general width inspection using edges, the profile of the object is used
to inspect. This method enables accurate inspection of complex curves and
interruptions..

•
•
•

Camera installation and setup are easy.
Errors can be generated when the focus or
aperture changes.
You can determine the numerical values for the
focus and aperture for the master workpiece so
that essentially anyone can reproduce the same
conditions.

Patent Pending
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Versatile selection
You can select the best combination of camera and controller for your application.
Software assets can be shared between controllers. This allows you to Install devices with the capabilities you need, anywhere you need them.

Cameras

FH Controllers

Application producer

Touch panel monitor

Choose the right camera to suit your resolution requirements.
Easy-to-use cameras with built-in light are also available.

Select a controller based on the required processing speed and network.
All controllers can connect to any camera.

This software enables you to install applications you created on the FH Series.

The touch panel monitor is optimized for the operation of the FH Series.

Resolution

Standard
camera

High-speed
camera

Rolling shutter Camera with
camera
built-in light

Model

Multi-line
processing

No. of connectable
cameras

Fieldbus

Description

Model

Description

Model

12 Mpix

-

FH-S□12

-

-

FH-3050-□□

Resolution

8 max.

DVD for installation

FH-AP1

Touch Panel Monitor 12.1 inchesix

FH-MT12

5 Mpix/4 Mpix

FZ-S□5M

FH-S□04

Yes

-

EtherNet/
IP,EtherCAT

FH-AP1L

DVI-Analog Conversion Cable for Touch Panel Monitor

FH-VMDA □□

FZ-S□2M

FH-S□02

-

-

FH-1050-□□

Resolution

8 max.

EtherNet/
IP,EtherCAT

Software license

2 Mpix

USB Cable for Touch Panel Monitor

FH-VUAB □□

0.3 Mpix

FZ-S□

FH-S□

-

FZ-SQ□□□□

FH-L550-□□

Resolution

4 max.

EtherNet/IP

Lights

Camera cables

We offer a complete line-up of lights required for image processing. The use of
the camera-mount lighting controller allows you to control lighting conditions
from the FH Series, making machine configuration simple.

The cable line-up includes bend-resistant cables and right-angle cables.
Use the FZ-VSJ cable extension unit for cable extensions.

Description

LED

High-brightness
LED

Camera-mount Lighting
Controller

FLV-TCC

FL-TCC

Bar Light

FLV-BR

FL-BR

Direct Ring Light

FLV-DR

FL-DR

Low Angle Ring Light

FLV-DL

-

Coaxial Light

FLV-CL

-

Shadowless Ligh

FLV-FR/FP/FS/FQ

-

Spot Light

FLV-EP

-

Direct Back/Edge Type Ligh

FLV-DB/FB

-

Dome Ligh

FLV-DD

-

Description

Model

Camera Cable

FZ-VS3□□

Right-angle Camera Cable

FZ-VSL3□□

Bend-resistant Camera Cable

FZ-VSB3□□

Bend-resistant Right-angle Camera Cable

FZ-VSLB3□□

Cable Extension Unit

FZ-VSJ

FH series

Omron at a glance
Listed in Forbes Top 2000 largest companies of the globe
Omron Corporation NASDAQ: OMRNY
Top ranking in Dow Jones Sustainability Index
Thomson Reuters Top 100 Global Innovators

200,000 products ranging
Input, Logic, Output & Safety
Sensing, Control Systems, Visualisation, Drives, Robots,
Safety, Quality Control & Inspection, Control and
Switching Components

6%

Innovation track
record of 80 years
1,200 employees dedicated to R&D
12,500 + issued and pending patents

Annual investment in Research & Development

37,500
Employees worldwide

200

Locations worldwide

22

Countries in EMEA

Working for the
benefit of society
Industrial automation

39%

Automotive components

16%

Electronic & mechanical
components

12%

Healthcare

12%

Other businesses

11%

Social systems,
solutions & services

10%

Close to your needs
Technical training & seminars, technical support, Automation Technology Centers, online community (MyOmron),
online catalogues and technical documentation, customer service & sales support, inter-operability labs (Tsunagi),
safety services, repairs.

Would you like to know more?
OMRON UNITED KINGDOM
+44 (0) 1908 258 258
industrial.omron.co.uk
linkedin.com/company/omron

Sales & Support Offices
Austria
Tel: +43 (0) 2236 377 800
industrial.omron.at

France
Tel: +33 (0) 1 56 63 70 00
industrial.omron.fr

Norway
Tel: +47 22 65 75 00
industrial.omron.no

Spain
Tel: +34 902 100 221
industrial.omron.es

Belgium
Tel: +32 (0) 2 466 24 80
industrial.omron.be

Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 2173 680 00
industrial.omron.de

Poland
Tel: +48 22 458 66 66
industrial.omron.pl

Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 8 632 35 00
industrial.omron.se

Czech Republic
Tel: +420 234 602 602
industrial.omron.cz

Hungary
Tel: +36 1 399 30 50
industrial.omron.hu

Portugal
Tel: +351 21 942 94 00
industrial.omron.pt

Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0) 41 748 13 13
industrial.omron.ch

Denmark
Tel: +45 43 44 00 11
industrial.omron.dk

Italy
Tel: +39 02 326 81
industrial.omron.it

Russia
Tel: +7 495 648 94 50
industrial.omron.ru

Turkey
Tel: +90 (216) 556 51 30
industrial.omron.com.tr

Finland
Tel: +358 (0) 207 464 200
industrial.omron.fi

Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 23 568 11 00
industrial.omron.nl

South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)11 579 2600
industrial.omron.co.za

More Omron representatives
industrial.omron.eu
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Although we strive for perfection, Omron Europe BV and/or its subsidiary and affiliated companies do not warrant or make any representations regarding the correctness or
completeness of the information described in this document. We reserve the right to make any changes at any time without prior notice

